From: [Redacted]

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:47 PM

To: [Redacted]

Cc: [Redacted]

Subject: RE: GAO Suspenses | GAO Discussion --- SECRET//TK//NOFORN

Attachments: 201111101_Acs Strategy Panel D_SI Approved.pptx; P00027, For Signature.pdf; 20100827_ADM[1].pdf

Classification: SECRET//TK//NOFORN

Classified By: [Redacted]

Derived From: NCG 6.0 dated 20050521

Declassify On: 25X1, 20620913, RRG dated July 2005

Attached are the following documents.
- Baseline Contract as modified for design and fabrication
- Acquisition Strategy and Acquisition Decision Memo

I’d like to discuss some of the remaining documents, their status and how we can get you what you need for the engagement.

V/R

National Reconnaissance Office

---

From: [Redacted]

Sent: Friday, November 04, 2016 4:51 PM

To: [Redacted]

Cc: [Redacted]

Subject: FW: GAO Suspenses | GAO Discussion --- SECRET//TK//NOFORN

Classification: SECRET//TK//NOFORN

Classified By: [Redacted]

Derived From: NCG 6.0 dated 20050521

Declassify On: 25X1, 20620913, RRG dated July 2005

Thank you for your patience with all of this. With a program office in the middle of a couple of significant milestones, things have taken a little longer than anyone wanted. That being said, they’ve sorted through a long list of documents. While I don’t have any documents in hand to send you right now, I have a status on all the documents I’m tracking listed below.
1. **JWICS Program Documents**: The Program Office has gone through their review of the various documents and sorted them into folders for us. We are working our own IT issues to get access to the folders and send them out to you. I expect to resolve this next week.
   - Baseline Contract as modified for design and fabrication
   - Award Fee Plan
   - Award Fee History (provided)
   - Acquisition Strategy
   - PM & Contractor Capability \(\rightarrow\) Justification and Approval for [fabricate payload as sole source, which speaks to their unique capability.](b)(3)
   - Funding/Budget Profiles
   - Cost Estimates

2. **2009 Feasibility Study Outbrief**
   - Program Technical Requirements Document

3. **Contractor Documents**: The program office has recommended getting these documents from the contractor. The EVM documents were required through the contract and therefore created and provided by the technical, design and manufacture readiness, we think its best that the details come from the contractor. They've been notified to provide a deep dive on the design evolution upon request.
   - Cost and Schedule EVM
   - Tech/design/manufacturer Readiness

4. **Clarifying Questions**:
   - In regards to the test plans requested, this is a massive amount of data and has numerous iterations. If you can give us a little better understanding of what you’re trying to get from these documents, we could help whittle it down to documents that are more useful for you.

Once I get access to the JWICS documents, I’ll get them right over to you. Is there anyone else on JWICS that you want me to include when I do?

Let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank you again for your patience on this. Have a good weekend!

V/R

National Reconnaissance Office

---

Classification: SECRET//TI//NOFORN
MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS ACQUISITION

SUBJECT: (U) Acquisition Decision Memorandum

30 August 2010

DECL ON: 25X1, 20600825, RGG Dated July 2005
DRV FROM: NCG 6.0, 21 May 2005

SECRET//TK//RBL TO USA, FVEY
Approved for Release: 2019/04/03 C05113196
SUBJECT: Acquisition Decision Memorandum

(U) I direct the [redacted] to brief me at regular intervals on program status during execution. These intervals shall align with major milestones but shall not be less than three times per year. Additionally, the [redacted] shall ensure that all major stakeholders remain informed of status.

Bruce Carlson

cc: